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A, B, C… ¡ Empezamos! 
 

Objectives: In this module you are going to learn: 

- general introduction of Spanish language and where its 

spoken. 

- languages which are spoken in Spain. 

- Spanish alphabets and its pronunciation.  

- some of the most common Spanish names. 

- brief history of the Spanish language. 

- Spanish Speaking World. 

Keywords: Hispanic world, alphabets, pronunciation, Spanish 

language history, Spanish names, Spanish surnames. 

 

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_where_Spanish_is_an_official_language 

There are twenty-one Spanish-speaking countries in the world. 

Spanish is the primary language spoken in each one of these 

countries. One of these Spanish speaking countries is in Africa. 

Yes, Africa. Another one of the listed Spanish-speaking countries 

is in Europe. This European country colonised all the countries 

that presently speak Spanish. Sure you can guess which one! 

All of the other Spanish-speaking countries are in Latin America. 

Latin America is made up of North, Central, and South American 



 

 

countries and there are sixteen Latin American Spanish-speaking 

countries. The Caribbean is home to two Spanish-speaking 

countries. There are more than 450 millions Spanish speakers 

who speak it as a native language.  

Here is a list of all these Spanish speaking countries:   

Africa SPAIN 

EQUATORIAL GUINEA North America 

Caribbean  MEXICO 

CUBA  South America 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC  ARGENTINA 

PUERTO RICO BOLIVIA 

Central America CHILE 

COSTA RICA COLOMBIA  

EL SALVADOR  ECUADOR 

GUATEMALA PARAGUAY 

HONDURAS PERU 

NICARAGUA URUGUAY 

PANAMA  VENEZUELA 

Europe   

 

LANGUAGES OF SPAIN 

In Spain four different languages are spoken: Castilian, Catalan, 

Galician and Basque 



 

 

 Castilian, Catalan, Galician – are from Latin. 

 Basque: its origin is not known. 

 

Source: http://www.aboutspanishimmersion.com/other-languages.html 

Let’s see these languages in detail: 

Castilian: Also known as Spanish, it is the official language of 

Spain. There was a big discussion about whether the language 

should be called as Spanish or Castilian language. Currently, 

according to the Royal Spanish Academy, it is better to call it 

"SPANISH" language although it is equally valid to call it 

"CASTILIAN". When we say it as Spanish, it leaves no doubt 

that we are referring to the dominant language in Spain and Latin 

America, and when we call it “CASTILIAN”, people may be 

confused with the Roman dialect that prevailed in the old region 

of Castile. For this reason, generally we use the word 

“SPANISH”.   



 

 

Catalan: It is a romance language like Castilian. Apart from Catalonia region, 

Catalan is the official language of the Balearic Islands. It is also spoken in some 

regions of Aragon and Murcia and outside of Spain in Andorra and in the Italian 

city of Alghero in Sardinia.  

Galician: Together with the Castilian, it is the official language of Galicia. It is 

also spoken in the areas of Asturias and Leon.  

Basque: Also called Euskera, it is the only language of Spain which is not from 

Latin. Its origin is not known. It is spoken in Basque region and Navarra 

regions.  

Now you know the languages that are spoken in Spain. Let’s start with the 

Castilian which is also known as Spanish.  

Learning Spanish is easy. There are many Spanish alphabets which are similar 

to English language. After knowing the countries where Spanish is spoken, let’s 

see if you can guess the meaning of the following Spanish words given below.  

 

 

  

 

 

Surely this was not difficult! To start with, the easier part of learning Spanish on 

your own is that you don’t have to struggle with a new script. It is very similar 

to English language even though the pronunciation is different. But as you must 

have already noticed there are some new alphabets like ñ and é (for example ñ 

in español) and some new signs (for example é in inglés). Moreover, Spanish 

alphabets are pronounced differently even though they seem the same as 

English.  

Before learning the Spanish Alphabets, let’s learn few words in Spanish which 

are related with them: 

• El alfabeto- alphabet 

• El acento / tilde (á,é,í,ó,ú) – accent 

Metro 

Aeropuerto 

Teléfono 

Restaurante 



 

 

• La tilde on the letter (ñ): tilde / swung dash  

• La diéresis on the letter (ü): dieresis 

• La letra mayúscula : capital letter 

• La letra minúscula: small letter 

SPANISH ALPHABETS 

 

Let’s take the first step towards learning Spanish by looking at the Spanish 

alphabets. According to The Royal Spanish Academy, the Spanish alphabet, 

like other romance languages, is based on the Latin alphabet and adapted 

throughout the centuries to what it is today. There are 27 letters including ñ. Ch 

and ll are now considered digraphs and are considered as separate letters.   
 

A  a 

 

 

 

            Avión 

B   b     ( be ) 

 

 

 

    Botella 

C c        ( ce ) 

 

 

 

       Casa 

CH ch         ( che ) 

 

 

 

    

Chico 

D d           ( de ) 

 

 

 

      Diccionario 

E e                       ( e ) 

 

 

       Elefante 

F  f        ( efe ) 

 

 

  Flor 

G g            ( ge ) 

 

     

 

     Guitarra 

H h         ( hache ) 

 

 

    Helado 

I i            ( i ) 

 

 

 

    Insecto 



 

 

J j                    ( jota ) 

            

 

        Jirafa 

K k          ( ca ) 

 

 

     Koala 

L l     ( ele ) 

 

     

   Lápiz 

LL ll          ( elle ) 

 

             
Llaves 

M m      ( eme ) 

 

 

Mariposa 

N n                    ( ene ) 

 

 

Naranja 

Ñ ñ      ( eñe ) 

 

 

España 

O o          ( o ) 

 

 

 

Oso 

P p          ( pe ) 

 

 

Pan 

Q q          ( cu ) 

 

 

 

Queso 

R r                      ( ere ) 

 

Regalo 

S s          ( ese ) 

 

silla 

T t           ( te ) 

 

Teléfono 

U u              ( u ) 

 

Uvas 

V v         ( uve ) 

 

Vela 

W w         ( uve doble ) 

 

Wafle 

X x      ( equis ) 

 

 

Xilófono 

Y y   (  i griega ) 

 

Yogur 

Z z    ( zeta ) 

 

Zapatos 

 

 

PRONUNCIATION 



 

 

Learning the sounds of a language is very important in order to learn it well as 

good knowledge of the sounds helps a learner to understand the speakers of that 

language in a better way.  It will also increase your communication skills. As 

you are now familiar with the Spanish Alphabets, let’s start with its 

pronunciation.  It is said that the pronunciation of Spanish words is quite easy as 

compared to other languages like French, German etc.  This is due to the fact 

that with few exceptions, each letter represents a single sound and by following 

simple rule can be easily pronounced.  

Each letter has a different name like ABC’s of English language. In the table 

given below, you will learn how each letter is called, how it is pronounced and 

you have some examples of each letter for practice.  

Alphabet 

name 

Alphabet Pronunciation Examples 

a  A, a Like the “ a ”   in “ father ”  Alma, Macho   

be B, b Like the “ b ”  in “ bank ”  Banco, Bien,  

 

ce 

 

C, c 

Like the “ c ”  in “ car ”  when  before “ 

a ” ,  “ o ”  or  “ u ”  or a consonant 

Carmen, Cola, 

Cuba, Crema 

Like the “ c ”  in “ cell ”  when it comes 

before  “ e ”  or  “ i ”  

Centro, Barcelona, 

Cine  

che Ch, ch Like the “ ch ”  in “ church ”  or “ child 

”  

Chile, Chica, 

macho 

de D, d Like “ th ”  in “ that ” , “ doll ”  Dinero, Nadal 

e E, e Pronounced as English ‘a’ as in  “ bet ” 

, “ set ”  

Enrique, Rafael 

efe F, f Like the “ f ”  in “ for ” , “ fan ”  Fernando, Fiesta 

 

 

 

 

G, g 

Like the “ g ”  in “ go ”  when it comes 

before “ a ” ,  “ o ”  or  “ u ”  or a 

consonant 

Gas, Golfo, Gusto, 

Iglesia, Gracias 



 

 

ge When it comes before “ e ”  or  “ i ” , it 

is a strongly aspirated “ h ”  and 

pronounced something like “ kh ” 

Gente, Gimnasia 

Argentina 

hache H, h It is silent and not pronounced at all Hotel, Hola, Ahora                                  

i I, i Like “ i ”  in “ income ”  Enrique Iglesias,  

jota J, j It is like a strongly aspirated “ h ” , and 

is pronounced something like “ kh ”  ( it 

has the same sound what  “ g ”  has 

when it is with “ e ”  or  “ i ” ) 

Jardín, Ajo, Juan 

ca K, k It is found only in foreign words and 

pronounced like “ k ”  in “ kilo ”  

Kilómetro 

ele L, l Like “ l ”  in “ lake ” , “ light ”  Latino, Lorca 

elle Ll, ll Like ‘ll ”  in “ million ”  in Spain and  

the “ y ”  in “ yellow ”  in Latin 

America 

Calle, Llamar 

eme M, m Like “ m ”  in “ mother ” , “  money ”  Madre, Mercosur 

ene N, n Like “ n ”  in “ nose ” , “ net ”  Nachos, Neruda 

eñe Ñ, ñ Like “ ny ”  in “ Sonya ”  or “ canyon ”  España, Niño 

o O, o Like “ o ”  in “ cone ” , though shorter Comercio, Ojo 

pe P, p Like “ p ”  in “ speak ” , “ party ”  Plaza, Español 

cu Q, q Like “ k ” , It comes with “ u ”  which 

is not pronounced 

Márquez, Quito 

ere R,  r Like “ r ”  in “ rice ”  but rolled on the 

tip of the tongue more than in English , 

even more rolled when “ r ”  comes 

initially  

Fernando Torres 

Rafael 



 

 

ese S, s Like “ s ”  in “ sin ” , “ son ” , not like  

“ z ”  ever like “cousin”. 

Sopa, Español,  

te T, t The “ t ”  is pronounced soft in Spanish, 

unlike in English 

Turismo, patata 

u U, u Like “ oo ”  in “ root ” , “ book ” , “put”  Unión Europea 

uve V, v Pronounced exactly like “ b ”  in 

Spanish. Both “ b ”  and “ v ”  are 

pronounced like “ b ”  in “ bank ”  

 

Vino, Villa 

uve doble W, w It is found only in foreign words and 

pronounced as “ w ”  in “ water ”  

Whisky, 

Washington 

equis X, x It varies in sound depending on the 

origin of the word. Generally 

pronounced as “ x / ks ”  as in “ exile ”  

 

Examen 

i griega Y, y Like “ y ”  in “ yes ” . But alone or at 

the end of the word it is like the vowel “ 

i ”  

Yate, Yolanda 

Soy, Rey 

zeta Z, z Like “ s ”  in “ sin ”, not like   “ z ”  

ever. 

Zapato, Zorro 

 

The best way to learn and produce the sounds of a language is by practicing 

them as much as possible. Below some more Spanish words are given in order 

to help you to understand and practice the pronunciation by repeating the 

alphabets with different words  

A  -  Amar  - Abajo  -  Árbol 

B  -  Biblioteca  -  Bilbao  -  Bobo 

C  - Camarero  -  Cesta  -  Cita 

  -  Coche  -  Cuba   -  Lección 

Ch  - Chile   -  Chocolate  -  Chorizo 

D  - Diccionario  -  Hada   -  Madrid   



 

 

E  - España  -  Feria   -  Edad 

F  - Fútbol  -  Fiesta  -  Alfabeto 

G  - Gamba  -  Gente  -  Gitano 

   -  Goma  -  Guatemala 

H  - Honduras  -  Ahora  -  Hombre 

I  - India   -  Inteligente  -  Idea 

J  - Jardín  -  Justo   -  Rojo 

K-   There are no Spanish words with this letter. Only foreign words like Kilometer  

       (Kilómetro) and kilo (Kilo) etc are written using the alphabet K. 

 

L  - Lunes  -  Literatura  -  Televisión 

LL  - Sevilla  -  Lluvia  -  Rollo 

M  - Mono   -  Mujer  -  Programa 

N  - Nuez   -  Noche  -  Ancho 

Ñ  - Niño   -  España  -  Albañil 

O  - Ostra   -  Cocina  -  Gordo 

P  - Pepe   -  Problema  -  Empuje 

Q  - Quemar  -  Quitar  -  Quince 

R  - Pero   -  Tres   -  Cuatro 

  - Perro   -  Madrid  -  Rosa 

S  - Soldado  -  Sábado  -  Crisis 

T  - Té   -  Tomate  -  Ratón 

U  - Uruguay  -  Cultura  -  Cuchara 

V  - Vino   -  Vaso   -  Envase 

W  - There are no original Spanish words with this letter. Only imported words 

are  

  written using this like Washington or Sándwich etc. 

 

X  - Examen  -  Excursión  -  Mixto 

Y  - Yerno  -  Ayer   -  Rey 



 

 

Z  - Zumo   -  Zaragoza  -  Cerveza 

As you must have observed, Spanish is pronounced the way it is written. Each 

vowel represents only one sound. Many consonants sound quite similar to 

English language. Each consonant also represent one sound. There are some 

exceptions to this for example the letter “w” (uve doble) and “x” (equis). 

Normally the pronunciation of the consonants is quite easy if the rules are 

followed.  

Remember 

ca, co, cu, que, qui          sound as: [ k ] (like 

“c” in “car”) 

za, zo, zu, ce, ci              sound as : [s] (like 

“s” in “sin”) 

 
ja, jo, ju, je, ji, ge, gi        sound as :  [ h ] 

like strongly aspirated “h” or “kh” 

ga, go, gu, gue, gui         sound as : [ g ] 

b and v              sound the same as: [ b ] 

h                      is not pronounced at all 

 

SPANISH VOWELS 

 

There are five vowels in Spanish. They are A, E, I, O and U  

 

The vowels in Spanish can be divided into strong vowels and weak vowels. The 

strong vowels are a, e, and o.  The weak vowels are i and u.  

SPANISH NAMES (NOMBRES) AND SURNAMES (APELLIDOS) 



 

 

 

Source: http://www.donquijote.co.uk/blog/spanish-names 

Below are some of the most common Spanish names. 

Male: Pablo, José, Daniel, Alejandro, Martin, Carlos and David 

Female: María, Carmen, Isabel, Ana, Dolores, Lucia, Paula, Sofía, Sara and 

Daniela.  

In the Spanish-speaking world, it is customary to have two surnames the first is 

the father’s surname and the second is the mother’s surname (used mainly in 

written documents). Let us look at the following examples. 

Nombre Apellido 

Fernando Cerezal Sierra 

Rosario Diez Cabrera 

Antonio García Torres  

Pablo Gómez Martín 

Adela González Olmos 

José María Gutiérrez Alonso 

Mercedes López Velarde 

Ana María Muñoz Salazar 



 

 

Cristina Núñez Saldaña 

 

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE 

History of the Spanish Language 

 

The history of the Spanish language and the origin of the dialects of Spain begin 

with the linguistic evolution of Vulgar Latin. Castilian & Andalusian dialects 

emerged in the Iberian peninsula (Hispania) during the middle ages. 

Spanish is one of the Romance languages in the Italic subfamily of the             

Indo-European language family, and within Spain, and has two major dialects: 

Andalusian and Castilian.  Many other dialects exist in other geographical areas, 

namely North and South America. 

Romance or Latin languages are a group generated by direct evolution of Latin, 

e.g., these languages are all modified Latin, of which the main ones are Italian, 

Romanian, Sardinian, French, Castilian or Spanish, Catalan, Galician and 

Portuguese.  

The Spanish language originated in the Southwest region of Europe known as 

the Iberian Peninsula (Cantabria area). Sometime before the end of the 6th 

century BC, the region's first inhabitants, the Iberians, began to mingle with the 

Celts, a nomadic people from central Europe. The two groups formed a people 

called the Celtiberians, speaking a form of Celtic language.  

The Romans came to Spain in the second century BC. They brought their more 

advanced civilisation, their customs and their language: Latin. But not the 

classic Latin educated people, but Vulgar Latin used by the soldiers and 

ordinary people. The Basque Country did not suffer Roman rule as the rest of 

the peninsula and thus retained their language thanks to the isolation and its 

geographical location. 



 

 

Under Roman rule, in 19 BC, the region became known as Hispania, and its 

inhabitants learned Latin from Roman traders, settlers, administrators, and 

soldiers. When the classical Latin of the educated Roman classes mixed with 

the pre-Roman languages of the Iberians, Celts, and Carthaginians, a language 

called Vulgar Latin appeared. It followed the basic models of Latin but 

borrowed and added words from the other languages.  

Most of the Spanish words come from Latin Castilian (70%): the days of the 

week (except Saturday), months of the year, many names of cities and towns 

(Pamplona, Leon, Zaragoza, Lugo, Merida, Astorga. ..), numerals, etc. 

During the V century AD, Northern Europeans invaded the Iberian Peninsula. 

The most important were the Visigoths. The Visigoths adapted the culture and 

the vulgar Latin that was used in Spain; but they left many words from their 

own language called Germanisms: parra (vine), ropa (clothes), ganso (goose), 

guardia (guard), espía (spy)…  

Even after the Visigoths, Germanic tribes of Eastern Europe, invaded Hispania 

in the AD 400s, Latin remained the official language of government and culture 

until about AD 719, when Arabic-speaking Islamic groups from Northern 

Africa completed their conquest of the region. Arabic and a related dialect 

called Mozarabic came to be widely spoken in Islamic Spain except in a few 

remote Christian kingdoms in the North such as Asturias, where Vulgar Latin 

survived. 

Muslims left many words which are still used in Spanish language. For 

example: 

Agriculture: alcachofa (artichoke), acequia (irrigation canal), albaricoque 

(apricot), algodón (cotton), azúcar (sugar), zanahoria (carrot), aceituna (olive), 

naranja (orange)… 

Gardening: alhelí (wallflower), azucena (madonna lily), azahar (orange 

blossom)… 

War:  alcázar (fortress), tambor (drums), jinete (jockey), atalaya (watchtower), 

hazaña (great deed)… 

Construction: albañil (builder), alcoba (bedroom), tabique (partition), 

alcantarilla (sewage), azotea (flat roof top), azulejo (tile)… 



 

 

Clothing and Utensils: alfombra (carpet), taza (cup), almohada (pillow), 

albornoz (bath robe)… 

Science: álgebra (algebra), alcohol (alcohol), cifra (cipher), jarabe (syrup), 

azufre (sulfer)… 

During the succeeding centuries, the Christian kingdoms gradually reconquered 

the lost areas in Spain, retaking the country linguistically as well as politically, 

militarily, and culturally. As the Christians moved South, their Vulgar Latin 

dialects became dominant. In particular, Castilian, a dialect that originated on 

the Northern Central plains, was carried into Southern and Eastern regions. 

Castilian & Andalusian 

The resulting language was a hybrid because Castilian borrowed many words 

from Mozarabic, and modern Spanish has an estimated 4,000 words with Arabic 

roots. 

The creation of a standardised Spanish language based on the Castilian dialect 

began in the 1200s with King Alfonso X, who was called the Wise King of 

Castile and Leon. He and his court of scholars adopted the city of Toledo, a 

cultural center in the central highlands, as the base of their activities. There, 

scholars wrote original works in Castilian and translated histories, chronicles, 

and scientific, legal, and literary works from other languages (principally Latin, 

Greek, and Arabic). Indeed, this historic effort of translation was a major 

vehicle for the dissemination of knowledge throughout ancient Western Europe. 

Alfonso X also adopted Castilian for administrative work and all official 

documents and decrees. 

The Castilian dialect of Spanish gained wider acceptance during the reign of the 

Catholic monarchs Isabella of Castile and Ferdinand of Aragon, who completed 

the re-conquest of Spain in 1492 by pushing the Muslims from their last 

stronghold in the southern city of Granada. Isabella and Ferdinand made 

Castilian the official dialect in their kingdom. In the same year when the 

Muslims were defeated, an important book “Arte de la lengua castellana”  (The 

Art of the Castilian Language) was written by Antonio de Nebrija. It was the 

first attempt to define the grammar of a modern language namely Spanish. 

The Castilian dialect of Toledo became the written and educational standard in 

Spain, even though several spoken dialects remained. The most noteworthy was 

Andalusian, a dialect spoken in the Andalucia region. 



 

 

(Text adapted from: https://www.alsintl.com/resources/languages/Spanish/) 

Note: Watch this video to know more about the different languages that helped Spanish to 

become what it is today. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ACQX5nMl2wQ) 

SUMMARY 

In this module we have talked about the countries where Spanish is spoken and 

the languages which are spoken in Spain apart from Spanish. You also learned 

the Spanish alphabets and its pronunciation, some of the most common Spanish 

names and a brief history of Spanish language.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.alsintl.com/resources/languages/Spanish/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ACQX5nMl2wQ

